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Abstract
This paper is concerned with the asymptotic analysis of a minimizer of an n-Ginzburg–Landau-type functional. When the
dimension n = 2, the asymptotic properties were well studied, such as the convergence of the minimum of the energy, the behavior
of the minimizer near its zero points, and the quantization effects for the Euler–Lagrange system in R2. The author investigates
those properties when the dimension n is not less than 3.
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1. Introduction
Let G ⊂ Rn (n3) be a bounded and simply connected domain with smooth boundary G. g is a smooth map from
G into Sn−1 and satisﬁes deg(g, G) = d = 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume d > 0. We are concerned
with the asymptotic behavior of a minimizer of the n-Ginzburg–Landau-type functional
E(u,G) = 1
n
∫
G
|∇u|n + 1
4n
∫
G
(1 − |u|2)2 (> 0)
in the function class W = {v ∈ W 1,n(G,Rn); v|G = g} when  → 0.
In the case of n = 2, the functional is the well-known Ginzburg–Landau energy. The asymptotic behavior of its
minimizer u in W has been studied in [1]. It turns out to be that (cf. [1, Theorems VII.1, VII.3]), there exist d points
{aj }dj=1 in G, and a subsequence k of , such that
(R1) lim
k→0
(1 − |uk |2)2
42k
= 
2
d∑
j=1
aj in the weak * topology of C(G),
(R2) lim
k→0
|∇uk |2
| log k| = 2
d∑
j=1
aj in the weak * topology of C(G),
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where aj (x) = 1 for x = aj , aj (x) = 0 for x = aj . Nineteen open problems were introduced in [1]. Mironescu gave
a positive answer partly for the seventh problem (cf. [9,10]). Namely, there exists C > 0 such that as  → 0,
(R3)
∫
G
(1 − |u|2)|∇u|2 dx C

, ∀> 0,
(R4)
∫
G
| det(∇u)| dxC.
After scaling, the Euler–Lagrange system of the minimizer becomes
−u = u(1 − |u|2) in R2. (1.1)
Several quantization results were proved in [2,12]. Assume u ∈ C∞(R2,R2) solves (1.1), then d = deg(u, BR) is
well deﬁned for sufﬁciently large R, and
(R5)
∫
R2
(1 − |u|2)2 dx = 2d2,
(R6)
∫
R2
|∇u|2 dx <∞ ⇒ u ≡ C with either | C| = 0 or | C| = 1,
(R7) u is a local minimizer ⇒ d = 1.
When n3, the behavior of the minimizer u of E(u,G) in W is the 17th problem introduced in [1]. It was
studied in [3–5,14]. They proved that as  → 0, there exist a subsequence uk of the regularized minimizer u and
{a1, a2, . . . , ad} ⊂ G, such that as  → 0,
uk → un in C1,loc (G\{a1, a2, . . . , ad},Rn), (1.2)
where  ∈ (0, 1), un is an n-harmonic map on G\{a1, a2, . . . , ad}, and deg(un, aj ) = 1 with all j = 1, 2, . . . , d. The
zero points are included in ﬁnite, disjoint balls B(xi , ), where xi ∈ G and > 0 is independent of . In addition,
1/2 |u|1 on G
∖⋃
i
B(xi , ) .
Other related work can be seen in [11,8].
In this paper, we expect to generalize those consequences (R1)–(R7) to the higher dimensions. There are two
difﬁculties now. First, the Euler–Lagrange system of the minimizer u of E(u,G) in W
−div(|∇u|n−2∇u) = 1
n
u(1 − |u|)2
has a nonlinearmain part. Second, this system is also degenerate. Thus,we consider a specialminimizer—the regularized
minimizer as in [4,5] following Uhlenbeck’s idea. In fact, there may be several minimizers of E(u,G) in W, one of
which, named the regularized minimizer, is the limit of the minimizer u ∈ W of the following regularized functional:
E

 (u,G) = 1
n
∫
G
(|∇u|2 + )n/2 + 1
4n
∫
G
(1 − |u|2)2 (> 0)
in the W 1,n sense when  → 0. Namely
lim
→0 u

 = u in W 1,n(G,Rn). (1.3)
Moreover, (5.4) in [5] shows that there exists a subsequence of u , which is still denoted by itself, such that
lim
→0 u

 = u in C1,loc (G\{a1, a2, . . . , ad},Rn), (1.4)
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where  ∈ (0, 1). Clearly, u solves
−div[(|∇u|2 + )(n−2)/2∇u] = 1
n
u(1 − |u|)2 in G, (1.5)
and |u |1 on G (cf. [4, Theorem 2.2]).
Theorem 1.1. Assume u is a regularized minimizer of E(u,G) in W. {aj }dj=1 is a singularities set of un which is
introduced in (1.2). Then, there exists a subsequence k of , such that
lim
k→0
|∇uk |n
| log k| = (n − 1)
n/2|Sn−1|
d∑
j=1
aj in the weak ∗ topology of C(G), (1.6)
lim
k→0
(1 − |uk |2)2
4nk
= (n − 1)
n/2 |Sn−1|
n2
d∑
j=1
aj in the weak ∗ topology of C(G). (1.7)
Theorem 1.2. Assume u is a regularized minimizer of E(u,G) in W. When  → 0, we have∫
G
(1 − |u|2)|∇u|n dx C

, ∀> 0. (1.8)
Moreover, if for any sufﬁciently small > 0 and the zero point xi of u, w = u/|u| satisﬁes∑
i
‖∇rw‖L∞(B(xi )\B(xi ,)) +
∑
i
‖∇	w‖L∞(B(xi )\B(xi ,))C, (1.9)
where B(xi ) ⊂ G, w(x) = w(rx/|x|) = w(r	), r = |x| and 	= x/|x|, then as  → 0,∫
G
| det(∇u)| dxC. (1.10)
Here the constants C > 0 in (1.8)–(1.10) are independent of .
Remark. Although the assumption (1.9) is not quite satisfactory, it is natural. We may ﬁnd some examples where (1.9)
is true. Assume G = B1(0) and u can be expressed by 
w on B1(0)\⋃i B(xi , ). Here w has the formula with the
n-dimension sphere coordinate,
w = 〈cos1, sin1 cos2, sin1 sin2 cos3, . . . , sin1 · · · sinn−2 cosn−1,
sin1 · · · sinn−2 sinn−1〉, (1.11)
where k(r, 1, . . . , n−1) =
∑
i∈j diki + ki(r, 1, . . . , n−1), k = 1, 2, . . . , n, j = 1, 2, . . . , d, di = deg(u, xi ).
If ki(x) satisﬁes ‖∇ki‖L∞C, then (1.9) holds. In particular, if ki is independent of , (1.9) is also true. As an
example, ki can be equal to a constant 0 ∈ R for every k. When 0 = 0, di = 1, Cardj = 1 and 
(x)= f (|x|), then
we call that u has the radial form u(x)= f (r)x/|x|. Now (1.9) still holds. If u is a radial minimizer (cf. [4, p. 622]),
(1.10) can be veriﬁed easily, too.
To obtain the results as (R5)–(R7), without loss of generality, we may consider a simple case: G = B1(0). Similar
to the derivation of (1.1), the Euler–Lagrange system, which the minimizer of n-Ginzburg–Landau functional u(x)
satisﬁes, leads to
−div(|∇v|n−2∇v) = v(1 − |v|)2 in Rn. (1.12)
Theorem 1.3. If v(y) is a weak local solution to (1.12), and satisﬁes
‖∇v‖Ln(Rn) <∞. (1.13)
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Then
v ≡ −→C , (1.14)
where−→C is a constant vector satisfying |−→C | ∈ {0, 1}.Moreover, assume v is a local regularizedminimizer ofE1(v,Rn),
which is not identically constant. If the boundary value condition is given by
lim|y|→∞ v(y) = w
(
y
|y|
)
, (1.15)
where w is independent of |y| and satisﬁes |w| = 1, then∫
Rn
(1 − |v|2)2 dy = 4
n2
(n − 1)n/2|Sn−1|. (1.16)
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Proposition 2.1. Assume u is a minimizer of E(u,G) in W. {B(xi , )}i is a class of disjoint balls which include
the zeros of u. {aj }j is a singularities set of un, and j = {i; lim→0 xi = aj }. Then for any > 0, we can ﬁnd C > 0
which is independent of , such that∫
⋃d
j=1
⋃
i∈j B (x

i )∪(G\
⋃d
i=1B(aj ))
|∇u|n dxC, (2.1)
∫
⋃d
j=1(B(aj ))\
⋃
i∈j B(x

i )
[
|∇u|n−2 +
(

r
|∇	w|
)n−2] [|∇
|2 + 
2|∇w|2] dxC, (2.2)
1
4n
∫
G
(1 − |u|2)2 dxC, (2.3)
where 
= |u|, w = u
−1.  is the unit outward normal vector on BR , and 	 is the unit tangential vector.
Proof. Clearly, there exists  ∈ (0, 1), such that
|∇u|n −
[

r
|	w|
]n = n
2
[
|∇u|n−2 + (1 − )
(

r
|	w|
)n−2]
(|∇
|2 + 
2|w|2). (2.4)
According to Proposition 3.1 in [3], we know
E(u,G)
d
n
(n − 1)n/2|Sn−1| | log | + C. (2.5)
The proof of Theorem 3.9 in [4] shows that∫
⋃d
j=1(B(aj ))\
⋃
i∈j B(x

i )
[

r
|	w|
]n
dxd(n − 1)n/2|Sn−1|| log | − C. (2.6)
Eq. (2.5) subtracts (2.6). Using (2.4) we can deduce (2.1)–(2.3). Proposition 2.1 is proved. 
Proof of (1.6). By virtue of (2.5), there exists a Radon measure  such that
lim
k→0
|∇uk |n
| log k| =  in the weak * topology of C(G).
Here k is some subsequence of .
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In view of (2.1), for arbitrary compact subset K of G\⋃di=1{ai}, there holds
lim
→0
|∇u|n
| log | = 0 in L
1(K).
Therefore, we can ﬁnd mj > 0 such that
lim
k→0
|∇uk |n
| log k| =
d∑
j=1
mjaj in the weak * topology of C(G). (2.7)
Here, aj is the Dirac mass at aj . By virtue of (2.5),
d∑
j=1
mj (n − 1)n/2|Sn−1|d . (2.8)
On the other hand, according to (2.3) and (2.5), we can use Lemma 3.9 in [3]. For each j, Theorem 0.1 in [3] shows
deg(u, B(aj )) = 1. Inserting this into (3.18) in [3], we obtain∫
B(aj )
|∇u|n dx(n − 1)n/2|Sn−1| | log | − C.
This implies mj (n − 1)n/2|Sn−1|. Combining this with (2.8) yields
mj = (n − 1)n/2|Sn−1|
for any j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}. Substituting this result into (2.7), we get (1.6). 
Proof of (1.7). Step 1: By virtue of (2.3), there exists a Radon measure , such that
lim
k→0
(1 − |uk |2)2
4nk
=  in the weak * topology of C(G). (2.9)
In view of [5, (5.1) and (5.3)], we can deduce
=
d∑
j=1
mjaj , 0mj ∈ R.
Step 2: We can assume aj = 0 for any given j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}. Otherwise we take y = x − aj . Denote u by u.
Multiplying (1.5) with (x · ∇u) and integrating on B : =B(0), we can deduce easily the Pohozaev-type equality
1
n
∫
B
Un/2|x| ds −
∫
B
U(n−2)/2|u|2|x| ds − 2
∫
B
U(n−2)/2 dx
= n
4n
∫
B
(1 − |u|2)2 dx − 1
4n
∫
B
(1 − |u|2)2|x| ds.
Here U = |∇u|2 + . Letting  → 0 and using (1.3) and (1.4), we have
1
n
∫
B
|∇u|n|x| ds −
∫
B
|∇u|n−2|u|2|x| ds
= n
4n
∫
B
(1 − |u|2)2 dx − 14n
∫
B
(1 − |u|2)2|x| ds.
Write y = x−1, R = −1, S = s−1 and v(y) = u(x). Then, the equality above becomes
n
4
∫
BR
(1 − |v|2)2 dy = 1
4
∫
BR
(1 − |v|2)2|y| dS + 1
n
∫
BR
|∇v|n|y| dS −
∫
BR
|∇v|n−2|v|2|y| dS. (2.10)
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Step 3: First, (2.3) shows that there is C > 0 independent of R, such that
1
4
∫
BR
(1 − |v|2)2 dyC. (2.11)
Next, if we write 
= |v| and v = 
w, then (2.2) implies∫
BR\B
|∇v|n−2|v|2 dy =
∫
BR\B
|∇v|n−2(|
|2 + 
2|w|2) dyC, (2.12)
and for any  ∈ (0, 1),∫
BR\B
[
|∇v|n−2 + (1 − )
(

r
|	w|
)n−2]
(|
|2 + 
2|w|2) dyC, (2.13)
where C does not depend on R. Let R → ∞ in (2.10). According to Proposition 2.2 in [6], from (2.11)–(2.13) and
(2.4), we can deduce that
lim
R→∞
n
4
∫
BR
(1 − |v|2)2 dy = lim
R→∞
1
n
∫
BR
[

r
|	w|
]n|y| dS. (2.14)
Similar to the derivation of (2.6), noting deg(v, BR)=1 since deg(u, B(aj ))=1, and applying the proof of Theorem
3.9 in [4], we can see that the right-hand side of (2.14) is not less than (n − 1)n/2|Sn−1|/n. Thus,
lim
R→∞
n
4
∫
BR
(1 − |v|2)2 dy(n − 1)n/2|Sn−1|/n.
Rescaling x = y, we can see
lim
→0
n
4n
∫
B
(1 − |u|2)2 dx(n − 1)n/2|Sn−1|/n.
This result, together with (2.9), implies
mj 
(n − 1)n/2|Sn−1|
n2
. (2.15)
Step 4: By Struwe’s idea (cf. [13]) we claim that, if  = k is a sequence converging to zero, then there exists an
integer k0 > 0 which is independent of , such that as k > k0,
n
4nk
∫
G
(1 − |uk |2)2 dxd(n − 1)n/2|Sn−1|/n. (2.16)
In fact, if we denote () = inf{E(u,G), u ∈ W }, then the map  → E(u,G) is not increasing, and
− 

E(u,G) = n4n+1
∫
G
(1 − |u|2)2 dx.
Thus, for the minimizer u = u of E(u,G),
n
4n+1
∫
G
(1 − |u|2)2 dx = lim
→0
E(u,G) − E+(u,G)

 lim
→0
() − (+ )

= −′(),
since ( + )E+(u,G)E(u,G) = (). Suppose (2.16) is not true, there must be a ﬁxed 0 > 0, such that for
0< < 0,
−′()> d(n − 1)n/2|Sn−1|(n)−1.
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Integrating from  to 0, we have
() = −
∫ 0

′()d+ (0)> d
n
(n − 1)n/2|Sn−1| log 0

+ (0).
It contradicts (2.5). Eq. (2.16) is proved.
Combining (2.16) with (2.9), we get mj (n − 1)n/2|Sn−1|/n2. This result, together with (2.15), means
mj = (n − 1)
n/2|Sn−1|
n2
.
Substituting this into (2.9), we complete the proof of (1.7). 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Proof of (1.8). Step 1: Suppose {B(xi , )}i is a class of disjoint balls which include the zeros of u. Clearly,
B(xi , ) ⊂ G. Thus, applying Theorem 2.2(i) in [4] we have∫
B(xi ,)
(1 − |u|2)|∇u |n dx
∫
B(xi ,)
|∇u |n dxC()()n−nC,
where C > 0 is independent of  and . Letting  → 0 and using (1.3), we can get∫
⋃
iB(x

i ,)
(1 − |u|2)|∇u|n dxC. (3.1)
Step 2: By virtue of |u|1 on G (which is implied in [4, Theorem 2.2]) and (2.1), it is easy to deduce∫
G\⋃dj=1B(aj )(1 − |u|
2)|∇u|n dxC.
Moreover, as in [9], we claim that the upper bound is not only some constant C > 0, but also an inﬁnitesimal when
 → 0.
To do this, we expand G to G′. Assume BR ⊂⊂ G\{aj }dj=1, where R> 0 is sufﬁciently small such that B2R ⊂⊂
G′\{aj }dj=1. Applying the reverse Hölder inequality (cf. [4, (2.6) and (2.6a)]), we can get∫
BR
(1 − |u|2)|∇u |n dxF()
(∫
BR
|∇u |n+ dx
)n/(n+)
CF()
(∫
B2R
|∇u |n dx
)
,
where  is some constant in (0, 1), and
F() =
(∫
BR
(1 − |u|2)(n+)/ dx
)/(n+)
.
Letting  → 0 and using (1.4), we have∫
BR
(1 − |u|2)|∇u|n dxCF()
(∫
B2R
|∇u|n dx
)
. (3.2)
If (n + )/2, we can deduce from |u|1 and (2.3) that
lim
→0 F() lim→0
(∫
BR
(1 − |u|2)2 dx
)/(n+)
= 0.
If (n + )/< 2, we use Hölder’s inequality and (2.3) to obtain
lim
→0 F() lim→0
(∫
BR
(1 − |u|2)2 dx
)/2
= 0.
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Inserting these estimates and (2.1) into (3.2), we have
lim
→0
∫
BR
(1 − |u|2)|∇u|n dx = 0.
Thus, for any > 0,
lim
→0
∫
G\⋃dj=1B(aj )(1 − |u|
2)|∇u|n dx = 0. (3.3)
Step 3: For each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}, denote {i; lim→0 xi = aj } by j . Write Dj =B(aj )\
⋃
i∈j B(x

i ). By virtue
of (2.4), we have∫
Dj
(1 − |u|2)|∇u|n dx =
∫
Dj
(1 − |u|2) 

n
rn
|	w|n dx
+
∫
Dj
(1 − |u|2)
[
|∇u|n−2 + (1 − )
(

r
|	w|
)n−2]
× (|∇
|2 + 
2|w|2) dx. (3.4)
In view of (2.2), we know that the second term of the right-hand side is bounded. By the integral mean value theorem,
the ﬁrst term∫
Dj
(1 − |u|2) 

n
rn
|w|n dx =
∫
Bt

n|	w|nt1−n ds
∫ 

(1 − |u|2) dr
r
. (3.5)
Here t ∈ (, ). From (2.14) and (2.11), we can deduce that for any t, as  → 0,∫
Bt

n|	w|nt1−n dsC. (3.6)
On the other hand, similar to the derivation of (13) in [9], we also obtain that as  → 0,∫ 

(1 − |u|2) dr
r
 C

.
Substituting this estimate and (3.6) into (3.5), we obtain∫
Dj
(1 − |u|2) 

n
rn
|w|n dx C

.
Combining this with (3.4) yields∫
Dj
(1 − |u|2)|∇u|n dx C

.
The constants C > 0 above are independent of  and . Thus, (1.8) is implied by this result, (3.1) and (3.3). 
Remark 1. Eq. (1.8) shows that there exists a Radon measure  such that as  → 0,
(1 − |u|2)|∇u|n → ,
up to subsequence, in the weak ∗ topology of C(G). By virtue of (3.3), we can ﬁnd mj = mj(, )> 0 such that
=
d∑
j=1
mjaj .
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Proof of (1.10). For a common minimizer u, Proposition 2.1 can lead to∫
⋃d
j=1
⋃
i∈j B(x

i )∪(G\
⋃d
i=1B(aj ))
| det(∇u)| dxC.
It is not difﬁcult to deduce that it is still true for the radial minimizer. On the domainj =B(xj )\B(xj ), 12 |u|1.
Hence, we can write 
= |u| and u = 
w. Clearly,
| det(∇u)| = | det(w∇
+ 
∇w)|

n|w|
( |	w|
r
)n−1
+ C
n
n−1∑
k=1
|∇
|k
1∑
m=0
|w|m
( |	w|
r
)n−k−m
,
where C only depends on the dimension n. By the mean value theorem, there exists t ∈ (, ) such that∫
j

n|w|(|	w|/r)n−1 dx =
∫
Bt

n(|	w|/t)n−1 ds
∫ 

|w| dr .
Eq. (1.9) shows that
‖w‖L∞(j )C, (3.7)
which, together with (3.6), means that∫
j

n|w|(|	w|/r)n−1 dxC. (3.8)
In addition, if denoting 
(x − xi ) = 
(r	), r = |x − xi | and 	= (x − xi )/|x − xi |, we have 
(0, 	) = 0 since xi is a
zero point of u. Using (1.9) and the mean value theorem, we can ﬁnd  ∈ (0, 1) such that
I :=
∫
j

n
n−1∑
k=1
|∇
|k
1∑
m=0
|w|m(|	w|/r)n−k−m dx
C
n−1∑
k=1
∫
j
|∇
|k
1∑
m=0

n−k−mrk+m−n dx
C
n−1∑
k=1
∫
j
|∇
|k
1∑
m=0
|∇
(r, 	)|n−k−m dx.
Applying Hölder’s inequality and (2.2), we know that I is bounded. Combining this result and (3.8) yields∫
j
| det(∇u)| dxC.
Thus, (1.10) is complete. 
Remark 2. Eq. (1.10) shows: when  → 0, there exists a Radon measure  such that
lim
→0 | det(∇u)| = ,
up to subsequence, in the weak ∗ topology of C(G).
Furthermore, if x is the unique zero point of u, and w = x/|x|, then w = 0. Hence,∫
G\B(x)

n|w|(|	w|/r)n−1 dx = 0.
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On the other hand,∫
G\B(x)

n
n−1∑
k=1
|∇
|k(|	w|/r)n−k dxC
n−1∑
k=1
(∫
G\B(x)

n|∇
|n dx
)k/n
·
(∫
G\B(x)

n(|	w|/r)n dx
)(n−k)/n
.
Clearly, (2.1) implies that the second factors in every term of the right-hand side are bounded. According to (1.4) in
[7],
lim
→0
∫
G\B(a)

n|∇
|n dx = 0.
Here a = lim→0 x. Combining these estimates together, we have
lim
→0
∫
G\B(a)
| det(∇u)| dx = 0
for any  ∈ (0, 1). Thus, we can ﬁnd m> 0 such that
= ma .
Remark 3. If G = B1(0), and u has a radial form u(x) = f (|x|)x/|x|, then the left-hand side of (3.8) is equal to
zero since w = x/|x| leads to w = 0. At the same time,
IC + C
∫
B(0)
r−nf n dx. (3.9)
Here f (|x|) = u(x).
We claim f (0) = 0. In fact, u ∈ W 1,n(B1(0)) means
f ∈ W 1,nloc (0, 1], r1−1/nfr ∈ Ln(0, 1), r−1/nf ∈ Ln(0, 1). (3.10)
Let h(r) = f (rp) with p> 1 to be determined later. Then for any q ∈ (1, n),∫ 1
0
|h′(r)|q dr = pq
∫ 1
0
|f ′(rp)|qr(p−1)q dr
= pq−1
∫ 1
0
|f ′(s)|qs(p−1)(q−1)/p ds,
where s = rp. Choose p, q such that (1 − 1/p)(1 − 1/q) = (n − 1)/n. Hence, by (3.10),∫ 1
0
|h′(r)|q dr = pq−1
∫ 1
0
|f ′(s)|qsq(n−1)/n ds
pq−1
(∫ 1
0
|f ′(s)|nsn−1 ds
)q/n
<∞.
Using the interpolation inequality and Young’s inequality, we have
‖h‖W 1,q ((0,1),R) <∞,
which implies that h(r) ∈ C[0, 1] and hence f (r) ∈ C[0, 1]. Suppose f (0)> 0, then f (r)s > 0 for r ∈ [0, t) with
t > 0 sufﬁciently small. We have∫ 1
0
r−1f p drsn
∫ t
0
r−1 dr = ∞,
which contradicts (3.10). Therefore f (0) = 0.
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By the mean value theorem, there exists  ∈ (0, 1), such that
f (r)
r
= f (r) − f (0)
r − 0 = fr(r).
Inserting this into (3.9) we have
IC + C
∫
B(0)
|fr(r)|n dx.
Using (2.1) and (2.2), we also have (1.10).
4. Proof of Theorem 1.3
Proof of (1.14). Step 1: Let = (|v| − 1)+ and deﬁne = {y ∈ Rn; |v(y)|> 1, a.e.}. Then,
∇= 0 on Rn\,
∇= v∇v|v| on .
Obviously, (1.13) implies
‖∇‖Ln(Rn) <∞. (4.1)
Let  ∈ C∞(R2, [0, 1]) satisfy (y)= 1 for |y|1, and (y)= 0 for |y|2. Set t (y)= (y/t). In (1.12) we take 
as the test function, where
= 0 on Rn\,
= v|v|t on .
Then, ∫

|∇v|n−2∇v∇
(
v
|v|t
)
dy = −
∫

|v|(1 + |v|)t dy.
By calculating the left-hand side, we can obtain that∫

|v|−1|∇v|nt dy +
∫

|v|−3|∇v|n−2(v∇v)2t dy +
∫

|v|(1 + |v|)t dy = −
∫

|∇v|n−2∇∇t dy.
Using (1.13) and (4.1), we can deduce∫

|v|(1 + |v|)t dy
∣∣∣∣
∫

|∇v|n−2∇∇t dy
∣∣∣∣  1t
∫
∩{y;t |y|2t}
|∇v|n−2|∇| dy.
When t → ∞, the last integral converges to zero. This means || = 0 or = 0 a.e. on Rn. Thus,
|v|1 a.e. on Rn. (4.2)
Step 2: Clearly,∫
Rn
|∇v|n−2∇|v|2∇t dy = 2
∫
Rn
(|∇v|n−2∇v)∇(vt ) dy − 2
∫
Rn
|∇v|nut dy.
If we take t as the test function in (1.12), then the equality above implies
2
∫
Rn
|v|2(1 − |v|2)t dy = 2
∫
Rn
|∇v|nt dy +
∫
Rn
|∇v|n−2∇|v|2∇t dy. (4.3)
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Using (1.13) and (4.2), we can deduce∫
Rn
|∇v|n−2∇|v|2∇t dy
(∫
Rn
|∇v|n dy
)(n−1)/n(∫
Rn
|v|n|∇t |n dy
)1/n
 C
t
(∫
t |y|2t
|v|n dy
)1/n
C.
Inserting this into (4.3) and letting R → ∞, from (1.13) we can get∫
Rn
|v|2(1 − |v|2) dyC.
In addition, applying Tolksdorf’s Theorem (cf. [15]) to (1.12), from (4.2) and (1.13) we have ‖∇v‖L∞(Rn) <∞. Thus,
by the same argument of Step 2 in [2, p. 46], we can also deduce that either∫
Rn
|v|2 dyC
or ∫
Rn
(1 − |v|2) dyC.
Step 3: By calculating in form∫
Rn
|∇v|n−2∇v∇[(y · ∇v)t ] dy
=
∫
Rn
|∇v|n−2∇v[∇(y · ∇v)]t dy +
∫
Rn
|∇v|n−2∇v∇t (y · ∇v) dy
=
∫
Rn
|∇v|nt dy + 1
n
∫
Rn
y · ∇(|∇v|n)t dy +
∫
Rn
|∇v|n−2∇v∇t (y · ∇v) dy.
Integrating by parts for the second term of the right-hand side, we can obtain∫
Rn
|∇v|n−2∇v∇[(y · ∇v)t ] dyC
∫
Rn
|y| |∇v|n|∇t | dyC
∫
{y;t |y|2t}
|∇v|n dy.
When t → ∞, the last integral above converges to zero. Using (1.12) we can see that
lim
t→∞
∫
Rn
v(1 − |v|2)(y · ∇v)t dy = 0.
The rest part of the proof is the same as in [2, p. 47]. 
Proof of (1.16). Multiplying (1.12) with (x · ∇v) and integrating on B := BR(0), we can deduce the Pohozaev-type
equality as (2.10):
n
4
∫
BR
(1 − |v|2)2 dy = 1
4
∫
BR
(1 − |v|2)2|y| dS + 1
n
∫
BR
|∇v|n|y| dS −
∫
BR
|∇v|n−2|v|2|y| dS.
Based on this, we can also get the result as (2.14). Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.9 in [3], we also know that the
lower bound of the right-hand side of (2.14) is not less than dn/(n−1)(n − 1)n/2|Sn−1|/n. Hence,
n
4
∫
Rn
(1 − |v|2)2 dydn/(n−1)(n − 1)n/2|Sn−1|/n. (4.4)
When v(y) is a local minimizer, then for any BR ⊂ Rn and any V (y) ∈ W 1,nv (BR),
E1(v, BR)E1(V , BR).
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Let x = y, R= 1, u(x) = v(y) and U(x) = V (y). Thus,
E(u, B1)E(U, B1).
In addition, (1.15) means
u|B1 = w
(
x
|x|
)
which is independent of . Therefore, we can see that u is aminimizer ofE(u, B1) inW 1,nw (B1). By the same derivation
of (2.5), there also holds
E(u, B1)
d
n
(n − 1)n/2|Sn−1| log 1

+ C.
Thus, we also can deduce (2.16) from the idea in [13]. Let y = x−1 in (2.16) and  → 0. Then,
n
4
∫
Rn
(1 − |v|2)2 dy d
n
(n − 1)n/2|Sn−1|. (4.5)
Combining this with (4.4) we see that dn/(n−1)d , which implies d = 1. This result, together with (4.4) and (4.5),
implies (1.16).
Remark. Recall the case of n= 2. It is known that the radial minimizer must be a local minimizer. Theorem 2 in [12]
shows that d = 1. When n3, we shall prove that the degree is also equal to one. In fact, if v(y) = f (|y|)y/|y| is a
radial solution to (1.12) with the boundary value condition f (∞)= 1, then we see w in (2.14) can be written as (1.11)
with j (r, ) = d. Therefore, we can deduce easily that∫
Rn
(1 − |v|2)2 dy = 4
n2
dn(n − 1)n/2|Sn−1|. (4.6)
Furthermore, if v is a local radial minimizer of E1(v,Rn), then (4.5) is still true. Combining (4.6) with (4.5), we also
have d = 1.
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